Product Review: Help Support
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
With These Must-Have Products

Th
is post is sponsored by Isabelle Grace Jewelry, Pretty Pedi
Spacers and Jolyn Swimwear.
By Mallory McDonald
October brings with it the fall season, but it’s also a
reminder to everyone affected by breast cancer that the fight
is not over. Breast Cancer Awareness Month is an annual
campaign to increase awareness of the widespread illness. One
in eight women you know will have breast cancer at some point
in their lives. Almost everyone knows someone who has been
affected. Some celebrities who have battled breast cancer
include supermodel Janice Dickinson, E!’s Giuliana Rancic, and
comedian Wanda Sykes. In recent celebrity news, Shannen
Doherty has opened up about her battle with breast cancer as

well. The battle with breast cancer will need as much support
and help as it can get to find a cure. Local communities have
sponsored events, fundraisers and projects that you can get
involved in to help end the fight. Cupid is here with products
that can help in stopping this disease from hurting someone
you know.

Isabelle Grace Jewelry Collection,
Dip into Pretty Pedi Spacers &
Jolyn Swimwear have all joined the
fight to tell Breast Cancer to step
aside.
Isabelle Grace Jewelry’s Pink Collection
In honor of supporting Breast Cancer Awareness Month, the
Isabelle Grace Jewelry collection has created products to
bring more awareness to the cause. The Isabelle Grace
Jewelry’s Pink Lux Mini Bangle Set featured above is the
perfect touch to any outfit. When you are rocking your stylish
new bangle set and people ask you where you got it, you can
explain the cause and help get more supporters. Something that
a lot of times can get overshadowed are the survivors of
breast cancer. They are just as important to remember during
this month as is the focus on trying to find a cure. This is
why Isabella Grace Jewelry has come out with The Survivor
Necklace. If you know anyone who has battled and survived
breast cancer, this is the perfect present to remind them that
everyone remembers their strength. The Pink Lux Mini Bangle
Set is $45, and the Survivor Necklace is $65. For a total
retail value of $110, you can help raise awareness and give
someone a sense of pride and strength.
Dip Into Pretty’s Dots of Perfection

When the summer season ends, it can be hard to find time to go
to the nail salon and get a pedicure. You wear close-toed
shoes now and it can be easy to let your feet go. But
eventually, you realize how bad they have gotten and want to
throw a quick coat of polish on. With Dip into Pretty pedicure
spacers, not only can you get a clean and even pedicure, but
you can also help the Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation.
Each online purchase of their pink Dots of Perfection set for
$12.99 will have 30% of the proceeds going to the Dr. Susan
Love Research Foundation. Dip into Pretty pedicure spacers are
soft, comfortable, and can be sanitized for re-use. Unlike
traditional products or rolled up paper towels, Dip into
Pretty’s feature 8 individual pieces that can be easily stored
in a carry pouch for your next pedi!

Dip Into Pretty’s pedicure spacers

Jolyn Swimwear’s Printed Perry Fixed-Back Onesie
Swimsuit season will be back around the corner sooner than we
know it. Plus, you never know when you will take a last minute
vacation or have an indoor pool party. That is why Jolyn
Swimwear has created a bathing suit so unique to the cause
that people will be stopping to ask where you got that suit
and what made you buy it! Not only is it trendy and stylish,
but it is also eye grabbing and can not only raise awareness,

but will also provide to deserving families. 25% of sales from
the suits go to the “Eye C U” Breast Cancer Angels, a nonprofit organization that provides financial and emotional
assistance to women, men and their families as they go through
breast cancer treatment. The Printed Perry Fixed-Back Onesie
is only $65 and is the perfect way to support a great cause
while trying out a new style!

The Printed Perry Fixed-Back Onesie –
Eye C U by Jolyn Swimwear

Let’s kick Breast Cancer to the curb by purchasing these

products. You aren’t just getting great products; you are
helping end the fight against breast cancer once and for all.

